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From the Editor's Desk

Dave/G4AJY 

www.southessex-ars.co.uk 

As I write this editorial, the snow is 6 inches deep in my garden.  We are 
only days away from our annual Club Dinner, so I'm hoping the white 
stuff melts soon so that we can all get out to the restaurant.

Details about the dinner can be found on pages 10 and 11, and there's 
still time to book if you want to join us.  Elsewhere in the newsletter is a 
report on the recently-held SEARS Rally.  Another very successful event 
in spite of some external problems beyond our control.

A review of the new Wouxon HF QRP rig is included this month.  This rig 
is breaking new ground for feature content, price and performance.  If 
you're just getting started in ham radio, take a look.

I have also given a brief write-up on a new method of learning morse 
code which claims to get you up to speed in - wait for it - just one hour.  If 
you've tried everything else and none of it works, here's a last-chance 
saloon worth one final try.

And your usual regular features are all there:  the editor's quiz, Whirly 
Word, Watchkeeping at Sea, Programmer's Corner, reports on recent 
events with information about upcoming ones, and lots of other items.

So, have a good read.  I hope you find the content informative, enjoyable 
and even amusing in places.  See you at the Club Dinner!



SEARS Club Night February 13th, 2018.
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Dave Cutts/M0TAZ presented his talk 
on Data modes at the SEARS club 
night this month.  Dave is a quietly 
confident speaker who knows his 
subject well and communicates his 
knowledge effectively to an audience.  
Thanks, Dave, everyone enjoyed your 
offering and we have a much better 
understanding of data modes now.

Shown inset is one of Dave's slides. It 
gives a succint overview of the whole 
subject. The rest of the slides are 
available on the SEARS website. 
Dave spoke about each of these 
modes in a fair amount of detail, but 
didn't complicate things with any deep 
analysis of theory.

After some introductory material on data mode history, going back to CW 
and HellScriber, Dave showed how FEC (Forward Error Correction) and 
other techniques have improved data transmissions.  It now provides low 
power efficient use of the bands.  The required software is usually free.

Dave, known popularly as "Tazzy," emphasised that the type of data mode 
chosen should be selected to suit the conditions and type of exchange 
required.  He also showed how some data modes can be used to study 
propagation and antenna characteristics.

There was plenty of practical material such as the use of RSID and other 
methods to help identify the data mode in use, ensuring your PC clock is 
very accurate in order to be sure you are synchronising TX and RX slots in 
your contacts, avoiding over-driving the modulation, sticking to the correct 
protocol for each mode, and the importance of a suitable antenna.  Low 
power can cover the world, but only if the antenna is matched to the 
transceiver.  Using the right frequency for the time of day and season is 
also fundamental to successful data communication.

Dave/M0TAZ, 
photo courtesy Pete/M0PSX



Seen on the web . . .
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Here are some useful reference 
charts seen on the web recently that 
are handy to have.

I particularly like the Logic Gates 
chart, which shows how you can use 
the very cheap CD4011 (now available 
on ebay at ten chips for £1, each chip 
containing 4 gates) to make up any 
type of more expensive logic gate.  A 
good example is the XOR gate - 10 
times the price of a CD4011.



The Editor's Quiz:  Number 12
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Take a look at the circuit above.   What is it?  You can probably see right 
away that it's some sort of oscillator.  But what are those odd-looking 
diodes, D1 and D2?  And what does R1 do?

That's your challenge for this month.  I'll explain all about the diodes next 
month for those of you who aren't familiar with that type.

According 
to this, I 
need to 

upgrade my 
brain to be 
compatible 

with the new 
software!
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We're told that L1 = L2.  For inductors 
in parallel, the "product over sum" 
rule applies.  L1.L2/(L1 + L2) = 50µH. 
For capacitors in series, the same 
rule applies.  C1.C2/(c1 + C2) = 50pF. 
Maximum current flow through L1 (or 
any other component here) occurs at 
the resonant frequency.  And this is 1/
(2.π.√(LC)) = 3.183 MHz.  See inset for 
the new generic formula.

Last month's challenge asked a 
couple of questions about the inset 
circuit:

If C1 and L2 are both set to their 
maximum values, to what frequency 
should V1 be set for a maximum 
current flow through L1?

Also, using the generic formula for 
parallel resonance, give an amended 
version of the formula for this 
specific circuit. L1 = 100 µH, L2 = 100 µH max.  

C1 = 100 pF max, C2 = 100 pF.

No, don't call 
the helpdesk!
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Report on the SEARS 2018 Rally (February 4th)
The SEARS 2018 rally appeared to be getting off to a bad start.  Walters 
and Stanton, our biggest trader every year and the only "professional" 
stand, relocated to Portsmouth and were unwilling to make the journey 
back to Essex for the Rally.

We managed to sell their tables (14 in all with the freebies we gave them) 
and we were completely sold out.  But on the eve of the big day, one of 
our traders who takes 10 tables each year had an accident with his van.  
He phoned to say he was unable to travel, and cancelled his booking.  So 
we started off with some big gaps in the table line-up.

But fate hadn't finished with SEARS.  Early on the great day, an accident 
occurred at the Sadler's Farm roundabout, the main access route to the 
Island.  It was closed for most of the morning.  A lot of our visitors saw 
this, turned around, and went home.  So we were down on attendees as 
well.

But in spite of this, there was still the usual long queue outside the door 
prior to opening.  And the usual stampede once the doors were opened.

The door takings weren't far off target in the end.  The kitchen made a 
good profit.  The club table had its best year ever.  And all the traders and 
visitors I spoke to said how much they enjoyed the Rally.  Lots of 
bargains were bought and sold, hams met with other hams they hadn't 
seen since last year or longer.  Bacon butties and coffee were quaffed 
(literally) by the hundreds.  And, as usual, SEARS made new contacts for 
the club and for this newsletter.

Now that all the hoo-hah has died down and we've assessed the 
perfomance, we're delighted to say that a good overall profit was made 
that will keep the club financially secure for the coming year, even after 
making a £100 pound donation to Essex Raynet.

So thanks to all our visitors and traders and to the hard-working SEARS 
team, from the Rally Master and Committee members to the ordinary 
members and the XYLs, who made the event possible.  We're already 
planning how to make next year's Rally even better.
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Report on the SEARS 2018 Rally (February 4th)

Photographs:
Top left:  the early queue, which 
stretched right around to the back 
of the building.  We managed to 
open the doors a little early to let 
the poor chaps in out of the cold.
Top right:  Rally Master Vic/G6BHE 
being interviewed live on Essex 
Radio before we opened the doors.
Centre left:  a view from the stage of 
the main hall.
Centre right:  the club table with 
Steve/M0UEH in the foreground, 
Terry/G1XXV next to him, and club 
treasurer Dave/G4AJY next to Terry.  

Above:  SEARS Chairman Terry/
G1FBW presents a £100 donation 
to Essex Raynet Treasurer 
Graham/G8YPD from rally profits.
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Review of the new Wouxun Ziegu X5105 QRP HF Rig
Wouxun have released a new HF QRP rig, the Xiegu X5105, available 
through MFJ outlets.  The features packed into this little transceiver are 
very impressive, and early reviews show they all work well.  Among its 
more impressive features are its exceptionally effective inbuilt antenna 
tuner and its frequency accuracy/stability.

The power is variable in 0.5 watt increments from zero to 5 watts.  It 
covers the full 160m to 6m range, providing CW, data, SSB and FM via 
double-superhet technology, as appropriate.

This little mighty midget has a large screen with a full-featured display 
including a super SWR band plot. Here, in no particular order, are some 
of the other features that caught my attention:

Internal keyer for straight or paddle, CW/CWR, CW message memories, 
good adjustable filter facilities and widths for SSB, CW, etc, Noise filter 
and blanker, frequency memories, twin VFOs, variable tuning rate, 
variable AGC, speech compressor, SWR and Output Power metering, can 
use provide hand mike or internal mike, IF output available for external 
waterfall/spectrum display, internal speaker plus sockets for external 
speaker and headphones, accessory port for data modes, internal 
decoder and display for PSK31, scanner, and internal rechargeable 12 
volt 3.4 AH battery.  The X5105 can also run on external power from 9 to 
15 volts.  Coming soon:  a matching 100 watt linear PA and a Panadapter.

Price $669 from MFJ direct (probably available soon from W & S).  About 
half the price of a KX3, comparable to the Yaesu FT817, but no 2m/70cm.  
Below:  two slightly different versions - no further info available.
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Watchkeeping at Sea - 11
A major factor in watchkeeping and life in general at sea was always the 
weather.

In bad weather, radio communications often become difficult due to 
several particular conditions.  Storms at sea, particularly in the tropics, 
tend to generate massively more lightning static than ashore, and there 
have been times when I couldn't decode signals for days on end.

Another problem is excessive spray whipped up when the wind flicks 
wavetops off and uses them to hose down the antennas.  And when the 
ship pitches into wavefronts, that can blast enormous clouds of spray 
over antennas hundreds of feet aft and 60 feet or more above the water 
line.  Of course, you can't get a signal out in those conditions.

And working the morse key when your ship is pitching, rolling and/or 
corkscrewing in heavy seas can be fun.  On one vessel I served on, the 
operating position stool was a sturdy steel job welded to the steel deck.  
One day, in particularly violent weather, the welds gave way and sent me 
flying across the radio room to slam into the nearest bulkhead.

I was so anxious to continue clearing my traffic to Portishead Radio that I 
jumped up and stood at the operating position to carry on sending, right 
hand on the morse key, left hand hanging onto the bench for dear life.

Shown below is my favourite ship.  I vividly recall encountering wild 
rolling in South Australian waters and also the Bay of Biscay on board.

MV "New Zealand Star"/GXRU.  A 
new meat ship, built for speed. 
She carried about 15,000 tons of 
meat kept at -10℃, cruising at 25 
knots.  I was on her articles for 
13 months, and circumnavigated 
twice in the process.

German built, she was superbly 
equipped.  The radio equipment 
was all Swedish, with a lovely 1 
Kw main transmitter.
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Th e SEARS An n u a l  C l u b  D i n n e r

The SEARS Annual Club Dinner doesn't take place when other 
organisations hold theirs, in the weeks before Christmas.  This is because 
it's hard to get a reservation at that time, and also because prices are 
usually higher then.  What alternative dates should we use?  the perfect 
time is shortly after the annual SEARS Rally, when things quieten down 
for a couple of months before the start of the field events season.

And that gives the club a chance to include a special thank you to Rally 
helpers by subsidising their dinner bill to the tune of 50%.  This usually 
works out at around £12/head.  What if you weren't able to be a helper?  
You're still invited, but the subsidy doesn't apply.  However, the food and 
service are so good at our chosen restaurant that the price of around £24/
head is still a great bargain.

Helpers receive another bonus:  their spouse/partner can accompany 
them at the same subsidised price.  There are always plenty of XYLs there, 
so none of the ladies will feel isolated.  It's not too late to book.  Just email 
our Social Secretary saying you'll be there and giving your choice of 
starter and mains from the a la carte menu on the next page.  Contact:

sears.social.secretary@gmail.com
 
Our reservation is 1900 for 1930 hours.  Please note that drinks aren't 
included in the price.

Location: Rettendon Bell, Main Road, Rettendon Common CM3 8DY.

The SEARS annual club dinner is always a great evening, with plenty of 
time to chat to everyone, good food, good service, and no antennas and 
tents etc to put away aftwerwards!  See you there.

Still haven't found 
your glasses?

Bon Soir, Madame et 
Messieur, I am Jacques, and 

I will be screwing up your 
order this evening.
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The Next SEARS Club Meeting.
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Our next Club Night takes place on Tuesday March 13th, 
2018.  Our speaker will be Terry Genes/G4POP. Terry is a 
well-known ham, and active in many areas including: base 
station, /P, /M and /MM.  He uses most modes.  With over 
100,000 lookups on qrz.com, he obviously makes plentiful 
use of that callsign.

As well as ham radio, Terry is passionate about motorcyle 
racing, car rallying, sailing, scuba diving, fly fishing, 
gliding and flying.  He is actively involved with the 
development of a PC ham logging program called Log40M 
with Daniele/IW3HMH. This free logging program will be 
the subject of Terry's talk.  I checked the program out on 
the internet.  It looks great, and I'm keen to know more.

Here's a lovely Windows 7 
laptop for sale.  It has the large 
15.5 inch screen, 4 Gb RAM, 
and comes with the charger 
and cable and mouse.  Ports: 
VGA, HDMI, Network, 3 x USB, 
Mic, Headphones.

It's in very good working order, 
and the unwanted preloaded 
stuff has been removed. This 
machine is ideal for logging or 
an SDR display, or for more 
general use.

It's on offer for £90.  Contact:

Dave/G4AJY.
djellis32@yahoo.com

Hate Windows 10?  Love Windows 7?
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Learn Morse Code in 1 Hour?

There's a UTube video by a Mr. G. Clips entitled "Learn Morse Code in 
one hour with the G-System."  This sounded a bit far-fetched to me, so I 
checked it out.

Mr. Clips has a completely original approach.  Each capital letter of the 
alphabet is drawn with dots and dashes overlaid in a unique and visually 
impactive manner.  By looking at each letter while listening to the code 
for that letter, his video animates the dots and dashes in their positions 
on the letters.

He claims that this audio visual association makes it very easy to 
memorise and recognise morse characters. He gives full demonstrations 
in this half-hour video, which includes lots of other info and tips.

Will it work?  I don't know, but if you're one of those unhappy persons 
who've tried every possible way to learn the code and eventually given 
up, this may be worth a go.  Here's the link:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCQjE9yj5n4&t=244s



WHIRLY WORD for Radio Amateurs!
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This month's Whirly Word is given above.  How many words can you 
find?  Check the next issue for my answers.

Last month's solution:

9 Letter Words:  bandwidth
5 Letter Words:  twain width
4 Letter Words:  bawd dawn thaw twin wadi wain wait wand want what whit wind with

"BANDWIDTH" was definitely a hard one to find words for that contain 
the central "W."  I only found 16.  Anyone out there beat that?

Rules:

►  You must find at least one 9-letter 
      word which is associated with 
      the Amateur Radio Hobby
►  The central letter must be  
      included  in every word ("U" this   
      month)
►  Find as many other words as you
     can (not specific to hams)
►  Every word must be at least four
      letters in length
►  No proper nouns allowed 
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Programmers' Corner
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New Poser, SEARS Puzzlet #011: 
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Here's a nice little challenge for you.  It looks simpler than it is!  (Hint:  
this is an exponential equation).

The equation 9.87x - 6.54^x - 3.21 = 0 has  the unusual property of using 
all the digits once and once only,  and in descending order.  To 12 decimal 
places of accuracy, what value of x satisfies this equation?

Last month's poser (Puzzlet #010):

A right-angled triangle with integer 
sides has a perimeter of 840.  How 
many such triangles are possible?

As ususal, I wrote a simple Python 
program to solve this one.  When I ran 
it, the results shown inset were 
printed out.  To find out how it works, 
read the code and its notes on the 
next pages.

Base     Side       Hyp      Peri

  40  +  399  +  401  =  840
  56  +  390  +  394  =  840
105  +  360  +  375  =  840
120  +  350  +  370  =  840
140  +  336  +  364  =  840
168  +  315  +  357  =  840
210  +  280  +  350  =  840
240  +  252  +  348  =  840

Thus, there are 8 solutions. 

They start you 
off with simple 
stuff like 2 + 2 = 
4.  Then, just  as 
you begin to think 
"Hey, this isn't too 
bad" they spring 
e x p o n e n t i a l 
e q u a t i o n s o n 
you!
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Continued on next page . . .
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# New Puzzlet 010.
# A right-angled triangle with integer sides has a permimeter of 840.  
# How many such triangles are possible?
# By Dave Ellis.
# Old Puzzlet 043.

def PrintResult():
# Pretty printer
    b = str(int(base))
    print b.rjust(3), " + ",
    s = str(int(side))
    print s.rjust(3), " +",
    h = str(int(math.sqrt((base**2 + side**2))))
    print h.rjust(4), " =  840"

# Main Program

import math

# Print Result header
print
print ("Base    Side    Hyp    Peri")
print

# Main Routine
base = 1.0 # smallest possible base
side = 2.0 # smallest possible side
nrSolutions = 0 # initialise number of solutions
while base <= side:
    side = 840*(base - 420)/(base - 840) # calculate side
    if side == int(side): # is side an integer?
        nrSolutions += 1
        PrintResult() # if yes, print it
    base += 1

# print roundup remarks
print
print "Thus, there are", nrSolutions, "solutions."
print

Python Code to solve Puzzlet #010
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Continued from previous page

### Program Notes ###

# Let b = base
# Let s = side
# Let h = hypotenuse
# Let p = perimeter
#
# By Pythagorus, s^2 = h^2 - b^2
# Now, h = p - b - s
# Therefore, s^2 = (p - b - s)^2 - b^2
# Expanding and rearranging,
# s = p*(b - p/2)/(b - p)
# Substituting for p,
# side = 840*(base - 420)/base - 840)
# This is the formula used in the code above
#
# What about the search range for the base? Assuming the
# base to be the shortest side (it has to be the base or
# side, and it could just as easily have been the side, so
# it's a purely arbitrary decision), and keeping to integers
# only, the base can be as small as 1. We don't know the
# maximum value for the base, but, according to the
# convention we  have adopted, it has to be smaller than the
# side, so we can use that as a maximum instead.
# This gives us enough to write the program.
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Gotta 
solve 
this 

Puzzlet!


